New L+SSC, NCEP Expansion, and Central High Renovation
Weekly Update

Central Campus
August 9, 2019
Current Activities

- Continue rough grading activities
- Re-seeding embankment at old Terrell site
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- Continue storm drainage runs A and B
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New Library & Student Success Center – Site Logistics Plan
New L+SSC, NCEP Expansion, and Central High Renovation

Project Milestones / Upcoming Activities

- Continue rough grading activities
  - Continue cut to building pad

- Continue storm drain installation
  - Lay pipe along Pease Lane and towards Giles service drive

- Continue UG electrical for new transformer
  - Conduit stubbed out of Giles and capped

- Continue UG sitework coordination and BIM UG for interior utilities

- Continue UG mechanical for NCEP Expansion
  - 4 pipe system valves removed and capped